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From ancient Roman times keys and locks played a big part in peoples lives. Keys 
symbolized some sort of power in the old days and were usually carried by people of 
wealth or people with control over others. Keys often meant the difference between 
freedom and captivity or life and condemnation. No matter what age or time, keys 
were always meant to unlock something or keep it locked, safe and out of sight from 
others. Many things have changed from the times of early Egyptian empire locking 
mechanisms, where the keys and locks were made out of wood to nowadays. Not 
only did the technology made a huge leap forward, but also our 
understanding of the keys and use of them changed. 
Nowadays keys are not a sign of power anymore, 
but more of an attri- bute to our daily lives. 
We have keys for everything: cars, lug-
gage, safes, ho- tels, homes, offices, 
jewellery boxes and many more. 

In the 21st century keys, locks, doors and 
door entry systems not only play a major part 
in keeping a security of the building, but also enables 
desired functionality within the building. Nowadays technologies 
enable us to give access to our premises from other parts of the world via phone 
communication or allow us to program access to the building at only certain peri-
ods of time. With current advancements we can shield ourselves from bullets if we 
wish to do so and lock picking is a thing of a past long ago.

Stronghold security doors learn from the past and have insight into the future and 
therefore can offer you- our customer the solution to suit the needs whatever they 
may be. We always research invest in new technologies and train out staff so we can 
give you the solutions to suit your needs for many years to come. We are certain 
that in this catalogue you will find something that will not only match, but exceed 
your expectations.
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A door is like a heart and soul to a building, it provides a building its character, 
functionality and security. Every building has its own character and every family 
have their own requirements. Our bespoke door design capabilities, vast selection 
of materials and cutting-edge locking mechanisms combined will make sure you 
get what you want. Our highly sophisticated manufacturing techniques allow us to 
achieve any design, where it is a contemporary look or a traditional, we certainly 
have something to satisfy even the pickiest eye. If you are undecided of what it is 
that you really want, then our experienced advisers will give you a free of charge 
visit at your home comfort to discuss everything with you in detail until you get the 
solution that really want.

Doors for you and your family
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1. Security hinge bolts keep the door in its frame when it’s 
closed even if the hinges are cut off;
2. Fixing points protect from an attempt to cut the screws 
going through them;
3. Multi point locking system bolts go up into the frame and 
down into stainless steel threshold ensuring maximum se-
curity;
4. Security lock has 5 bolts going into the frame; the cylin-
der is protected with a cylinder defender system; the lock is 
encased into the steel box and is also covered by manganese 
plates to protect from drilling;

Security doors
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5. Galvanized steel construction gives the door its rigidity 
and ensures it can’t be bent, rammed, kicked or smashed 
open with heavy duty tools such as axe, crowbar, hammer, 
etc;
6. Bended profile galvanized steel frame ensures maximum 
security and stability
7. Door steel construction is covered by 2 panels, this can be 
any design or material including security glass, natural wood, 
engineered wood, PVC laminate wood veneer, hand painted 
or factory sprayed in polyurethane paint.
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Our standard range doors were designed for inter-
nal conditions. These are lightweight security doors 
designed to withstand a burglary attempt where a 
silent attach is used.

• Lock picking
• Lock bumping
• Cylinder snapping
• Cylinder drilling

The standard range doors not only provide good 
security but also protect from fire, has good sound 
and heat insulation and are very durable.
Our words are backed by many certificates that we 
get due to our constant testing and innovation.

Choose from the variety of our laminate choices to 
get a beautiful and durable solution for your home 
or office. Other type of materials and variations in 
design are available on request.

• 80mm profile frame
• 1.5mm thickness galvanized steel
• 41 dB sound insulation
• 200,000 cycles hinge durability test
• Class 3 or class 7 security locks
• Fire rating (FD30)

Door series
STANDARD
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These are so many beautiful things that our history left us, 
but time passed by and unfortunately there are no such 
things that could last the eternity. Doors are no exclusion, 
they start to rot, colours fade away and they lose their rigidity 
and strength. We cherish the heritage and therefore develop 
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Door that cherish the heritage
the techniques where we can replicate any existing doors. We 
will achieve the same looks but will give the door a new face, 
modern locking mechanism and secure steel core, which will 
help to keep that beauty that our history left us for many 
years to come.



Our premium door range was designed for the ex-
ternal conditions. These doors are immune to harsh 
weather conditions, has premium sound and heat in-
sulation qualities and will keep the draught out. This 
door range was designed to withstand a burglary attack 
where the methods used to gain a forced entry have 
little or no regards for noise. The tools used in such an 
attach include:
• Sledge hammers
• Axes
• Crowbars
• Light duty power tools
• Drilling tools
• Cutting tools

Choose from our vast range of materials, colours and 
designs to create your perfect door. If you live in a con-
servation area we can replicate your existing door giv-
ing it a new face and making it modern and secure, but 
keeping the same beautiful historical look. If you have 
seen something really nice somewhere and would like 
to get a similar door for your own home, then all we 
need is a drawing or a photo and we will do our best to 
reploduce the desired design.
• 100mm profile frame
• 1,5mm thickness galvanized steel
• 43 dB sound insulation
• 200,00 cycles hinge durability test
• Class 5-7 class locks
• Fire rating (45-60)

All products come with manufacturer warranty, doors 
10 years and locks 3 years. Certificates included.

Door series
PREMIuM
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It is our belief that to get a fully satisfactory solution one has 
to get involved into the process of making it. We encour-
age you to become part of the team when designing your 
door. Our carefully thought out system lets you to become 

With us you become your door designer
just that. That doesn’t mean you will be doing our job, but 
our job is to find out what our customer really wants and will 
work with you until we find that out so you get your dream 
door.
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The royal range is the culmination of our constant re-
search and advancement in technology. These doors 
boast unique security features capable of satisfying the 
most demanding security needs. They were designed to 
protect the premises where there is a large possibility of 
deliberate and planed attack with no regard to noise. 
Royal doors can withstand a prolonged attack with the 
following tools:

• Heavy duty power tools
• Light duty hydraulic tools
• Cutting and drilling tools
• Ramming
• Bullet proofing (upgrade needed)

If you have a unique, one of the kind projects with 
special requirements then our optimum doors are just 
right for you. 
Our unique design options, with prime security fea-
tures will satisfy even the pickiest eye.
Our materials, colours and design will help you choose 
the best option suitable for your home. If however you 
can’t find what you are looking for then our designers 
and security advisers

• 115mm -1300mm profile frame
• 2mm thickness galvanized or stainless steel
• 45dB sound insulation
• 200,000 cycles hinge durability test
• Class 7 security locks
• Fire rating (60)

All products come with manufacturer warranty, doors 
10 years and locks 3 years. Certificates included.

Door series
ROYAL
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Flush pivot door with double seal is our 
brand new design, tested and available 
for bespoke orders. This type of door is 
high-end in engineering solutions for 
contemporary style entrance needs.  

pivot door
FIRST OF IT’S KIND

1. Double seal all round
2. L shaped frame for security
3. 100mm thick
4. Flush finish inside/outside
5. Available in outstanding dimensions
6. Integrated drainage
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Honest people strive hard so they can get a good life 
for them and their families. unfortunately, times are 
changing for the worse and there are people who will 
try to take what’s not theirs regardless of what it takes, 
whether these are valuable family possessions or busi-
ness documents they will stop at nothing. Normal secu-

Security for your home and business
rity measures don’t work anymore and this is where we 
come in. Our doors use technologically advanced steel 
structure and locking mechanism from the world’s top 
manufacturers to provide your premises the impenetra-
ble yet stylish security solutions.
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The basic mechanical lock has been enchanted with elec-
tronic components of the latest generation, meaning access 
to our homes can be intelligent, but above all practical and 
safe, offering a radical change in performance. security doors 
can now recognise us, they open on our arrival and close as 
soon as we enter our home. they can communicate with the 
alarm system if required. all automatically. all in absolute 
safety. Why not open the door to technology and innova-
tion?

TRAnSpOnDER READER (TAG)
locks equipped with the electronic system can be opened by simply placing 
the electronic xKey containing the transponder close to the external face-
plate

KEYpAD
The insertion of numeric code (up to a maximum of 8 digits) is processed by 
the internal electronic board processing unit, and if acknowledged as valid 
causes the lock to open.

RADiO COnTROL
The radio control is the “Rolling” Code type, in other words, the radio fre-
quency transmitted code changes every time that control button is pressed. 

inTERnAL pROGRAmminG LOGiC
used to program the system’s performance and mode of operation, but also 
includes a key for quick opening of the lock from inside the home, a LED 
light signal and buzzer for acoustic warnings, including one for the amount 
of change left in the batteries.
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Never again worry that your children, par-
ents or neighbors might lose a key. With 
an ekey fingerprint scanner, you no longer 
need to give your key to someone, because 
you simply authorize those people who 
need access to your home. Lost keys are a 
thing of the past

OpEn THE DOOR SAFELY 
AnD COnvEniEnTLY WiTH 
YOUR FinGER.             

             YOUR FinGER AS A KEY
Make sure you can unlock the door any 
time. Keys, cards or codes can be lost, mis-
placed or forgotten — your finger is always 
on hand!

          HiGHEST SECURiTY
Only authorized persons can open the 
door with the ekey dLine fingerprint scan-
ner. An ekey dLine fingerprint scanner is 
1,000 times more secure than the 4-digit 
number code of an ATM card.

EnjOY SmART HOmE COn-
vEniEnCE AT THE FROnT 
DOOR

             REMOTE OPENING 1
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Never again have to wait to let the handy-
man into the house. In an emergency, you 
can unlock the door from anywhere — be 
it from the office, on the go or on vaca-
tion!

             pUSH nOTiFiCATiOnS1

no more uncertainty! You receive a noti-
fication on your smartphone as soon as 
your loved ones come home.

             viRTUAL ASSiSTAnT1

Connect your ekey dLine fingerprint scan-
ner to Amazon Alexa and simply open the 
door with a voice command. Or receive a 
personal greeting when you get home!

ADApT THE SYSTEm TO in-
DiviDUAL nEEDS

             FLExiBLY ExpAnDABLE 
             SYSTEm
With the ekey dLine, you don’t have to de-
termine the scope of your access control 
system in advance. Functions, users and 
devices can be added at a later date.
            
            pERSOnALizED TimE SLOTS2 

You can restrict access authorizations 
to certain days and times. This way, you 
determine who is allowed to enter your 
home and when.
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pOLiSHED BRASSpOLiSHED CHROmE SATin CHROmE

Circular CircularCircular

Lion door knocker Lion door knockerLion door knocker

v910 v910v910

v900 v900v900

Hampstead Hampstead

v850 v850v850

Algarve AlgarveAlgarve

Sutton SuttonSutton

Delta DeltaDelta

v2100 v2100

K1300 K1300K1300

v890 v890v890

pOLiSHED BRASSpOLiSHED CHROmE SATin CHROmE
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Choose from any of our polyurethane paint colours in this RAL pallet. if you have a different 
colour in mind, we can offer to prepare the surface for your painters.

RAL Colours
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Choose one of our OKOUmE boards to achieve the wood effect which doesn’t require any 
maintenance.

Wood effect

GlovanniGraphite Tosca Reclained Mediterranean

LeatherRosa Merlot Regent Syrup
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Milling Types

Aliuminum Inlayers

Halfmoon

Regency

Bespoke replika

5F Groves

Georgian

Edward assembly

Georgian+baget

Roman

Victorian
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PAPILDOMA MEDŽIAGA
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Our glass has been tested accordingly by EN356 Standard and is a highly secure glass created 
to provide maximum protection against deliberate attack. Designed to protect both people 
and property from harm. ESG secure will also resist intrusion by professional burglars and 
thieves.
Laminated security glasses provide several levels of goods protection:

Security glass

Ballistic bullet-resistant glass provides high-level security glazing with defined resistance 
against the firing of specified weapons and ammunition. This bullet-resistant glazing is spe-
cially designed to absorb both the impact and the enormous energy projectile and to contain 
it within the glass panel. this allows protection to those on the other side of the glass, pre-
venting life-threatening injuries.

Bulletproof

Fire environment is hostile and its effects can be catastrophic for both life and property. The 
occurrence of fire and its development is also essentially unpredictable and uncertain.
Two basic criteria are governing a glasses fire-resistance rating:

Fire-Resistant

• protection from vandalism and break-ins: protection from 
stone-throwing, petty crime, premeditated assaults by assailants 
working against a clock
• protection from theft: protection from organised theft as well 
as from repeated, premeditated attacks by assailants using heavy 
tools.
• Laminated Security glasses prevent or slow down Break-ins 
and deter criminals.

Our ballistic bullet-resistant glass has a vast array of potential 
applications including military installations, government build-
ings and other secure institutions: personnel protection screens 
in banks, building societies, airports, post offices, betting shops, 
petrol filling stations and cash desks.

• the flame retardant criterion (integrity, low radiation);
• And the fire-retardant criterion (integrity, total isolation)

Choosing the correct fire glass is critical and will only work if all 
components within the product meet the needed fire require-
ment
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